Sheinwold on Bridge  Avoiding the Catastrophe

By ALFRED SHINEWOLD and FRANK STEWART

The single point of weak championship hands (2,400 points) took place at 1912, when the Swedish expert misunderstand the several cards and played the first trick. However, you need't be a world expert to reproduce a situation like this and live long among your peers.

In 1981 world championship, during the match between the United States and Argentina, the bidding at the final table includes today's hand. It's important to note that this is a doublebage looking for a possible bridge.

The opening lead of two diamonds. South has a dummy, and East has the card that wins the trick. West always plays the first trick with the ace of spades and the king of diamonds. This is important for the defense.

West cashes the spades and leads the jack of diamonds. Then, the declarer wants to lead the queen of clubs. The declarer needs to find the right order of play to make the contract.

If the declarer leads Clubs first, West may ruff the club and lead to dummy. Then, East can lead the king of diamonds to win the trick. However, the declarer needs to find a way to make the contract.

One way to make the contract is to lead the queen of diamonds first. West will cash the queen of spades, and East will lead the king of diamonds. Then, the declarer can lead the queen of clubs to make the contract.
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